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Google Classroom and G-Suite allow teachers to easily assign and collect digital work.  
With One Login, our seamless integration makes it easy for teachers to get more out of  
Google by having all the benefits of the robust and easy to use itslearning LMS. itslearning  
saves teachers time by providing single access to the tools they need, including standards- 
aligned digital resources.

itslearning loves Google!

The integration between the itslearning LMS  
and Google, creates a powerful ecosystem to 
support teachers.

“Our teachers wanted to know that they could have the same 
experience as simply using Google Docs,” says Tim Wilhelmus, 
Evansville Vanderburgh School Corporation’s (EVSC) innovation, 
curriculum, and technology specialist, “and pull it into the LMS 
so students could easily access the content.” This integration 
allows EVSC’s teachers and students to fully leverage Google’s 
collaborative atmosphere. For example, instructors can create an 
activity based on a Google slide deck, and then ask students to 
contribute to that slide show. 

“That can all happen right inside of our LMS,” says Wilhelmus. 
“This is useful because it doesn’t require teachers to send their 
pupils out to a different digital space. And it’s important because 
students are more likely to be successful if they’re working 
intuitively in a space that they’re comfortable in, and not having  
to figure it all out.”

‟Our teachers wanted to know that  
they could have the same experience  
as simply using Google Docs and pull  

it into the LMS so students could  
easily access the content.” 

Tim Wilhelmus,  
EVSC innovation, curriculum,  

and technology specialist



PLAN: 
•  Use Your Existing G-Suite Content – Import your own content 

seamlessly, to create assignments from your Google Drive such 
as Docs, Forms, Sheets, Slides and more!

•  Search for Content – The itslearning library includes millions of 
high quality resources. Teacher-created, district-created, free 
or subscribed content can be easily accessed and incorporated 
with your preexisting Docs, Forms, Sheets, or Slides.

•  Create a Class Plan – Organize and align learning resources to 
standards, to create playlists and pathways for students and 
adding depth to your plans. 

ENGAGE:
•  Engage students with Content, Assignments, and Activities – 

Using one login, move students from consumers to creators 
by integrating Google’s collaborative nature and your content 
within itslearning. 

•  Support Solid Collaboration – Through the itslearning Google 
integration, teachers can create collaborative assignments for all 
course participants, groups of students or individuals. 

•  Use any device – No matter where you are or what device you 
use, itslearning connects you with digital tools and materials for 
teaching and learning.
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TEACHOne Login for  
itslearning and Google
As G-Suite helps to make classroom workflows 
easier, by adding itslearning you also gain standards- 
aligned content, robust assessment tools, and  
instant access to data that simplifies teaching and 
enhances learning. 

itslearning further simplifies teaching through: 
•  Library – Access, filter, and share publisher-created, teacher-

created, district-created, or open educational resources. 

•  Recommendation Engine – Offer customized resources for 
remediation or the acceleration of learning.

•  Rubrics – Make grading easy and provide students with  
a baseline.

•  Assessments – Create tests and quizzes with robust  
question types.

•  Grade Book – Track student performance and mastery of 
standards.

•  Parent Portal – Get parents involved, keep students on track,  
and support family engagement.
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ASSESS: 

•  Create Assignments with G-Suite – Easily incorporate your 
Google content and assign it to students. Our tools provide 
automated grading to easily assess student understanding.

•  Align Assessments to Standards - Create assignments with 
standards-aligned rubrics, and give students concrete,  
actionable feedback via text, audio, or video. Teachers can 
view student progress in real-time and help pupils reach their 
maximum potential.

•  Easily Communicate – The itslearning LMS provides surveys, 
discussions, live conferences, messaging, and more allowing 
teachers to communicate and assess students in a variety of ways.

REPORT:

•  Know where Students Stand – By tracking student mastery 
of standards, teachers gain valuable insights into student 
progress, quickly identifying and assigning appropriate content 
personalized for each student’s needs.

•  Trends and Progress – Through the incorporation of G-Suite 
content and our robust reporting functionality, teachers 
can look beyond the grade book and track growth or detect 
anomalies over time. 

•   Advanced Reporting Functionality –  Keep administrators in the  
know by drilling down to view data by school, grade, class, and more.


